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Abstract. Seed selection is one of the key factors influencing informa-
tion spread within networks. Whereas most solutions are based on single-
stage seeding at the beginning of the process, performance increases
when additional seeds are used. This enables the acquisition of knowl-
edge about ongoing processes and activating new nodes for further influ-
ence maximisation. This paper describes an approach based on the Vote-
Rank algorithm with dynamic rankings for sequential seed selection. The
results prove the increased performance of dynamic rankings compared
to the static version and show how the frequency of ranking updates
affects both performance and computational costs.
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1 Introduction

Information spreading processes are observed in various aspects of social interac-
tion and commercial activity. They are behind social movements [9], viral mar-
keting [21], political campaigns [4], and spread of misleading information [2].
After gathering additional knowledge about their performance, further actions
are often taken to change their dynamics and increase or decrease coverage [25].
Apart from solutions focused on seeding at the beginning of the process with-
out any further actions, other solutions gather knowledge from the process and
use additional seeds to improve the process including but not limited to sequen-
tial seeding [13], seeding scheduling [34], or adaptive seeding [33]. The approach
proposed in this paper is based on the selection of sequential seeds with the
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use of the Vote-Rank algorithm based on adaptive rankings recomputed before
additional seeds are selected. Recomputation uses knowledge gathered about
infections within the network and Vote-Rank only considers inactive nodes, not
the nodes already activated. This enables selecting only those nodes with higher
potential for spreading as seeds, selected within areas not covered by infections.
In this study, we compared the results from static Vote-Rank with the proposed
dynamic approach and investigated the influence of recomputation frequency on
the final outcome. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 pro-
vides a literature review, the conceptual framework is presented within Sect. 3,
followed by experimental results presented in Sect. 4. The results are summarized
and the paper is concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Literature Review

Information spread within social networks has received attention from
researchers from various disciplines. Studies related to information spread have
focused on factors affecting their dynamics, the roles of social ties, network topol-
ogy, and the roles of the links within the network [26]. Models derived from
epidemiology research, like SIS, SIR, and their variants, were initially used for
prediction and analysis [19]. Later, more dedicated approaches, like the inde-
pendent cascade model [20] and linear threshold model [5] considered network
structures. They were verified with the use of agent-based simulations and the
Monte Carlo method [6] or analytical solutions like mean-field models [32] or
branching processes [15]. Research was initially performed mainly on single layer
static networks, but in recent years, more attention is being focused on multi-
layer networks [32] and spreading processes within temporal networks [11,16].
Apart from single processes, multiple processes were analysed with mechanisms
related to competition, cooperation, and other forms of interaction [3].

Information spread processes are usually initialised by selected nodes, called
seeds, with the use of a dedicated seed selection methods [10]. The influence
maximisation problem leads to several challenges and solutions for initial nodes
selection [20]. The main goal is to select a set of seeds with high potential to
initiate the spread and activate their neighbours. Early approaches were mainly
based on heuristics with high degree or other centrality measures like closeness or
eigenvector centrality [36]. Apart from simple heuristics, the greedy approach is
much more effective, delivering results closer to optimum [20]. Further attempts
were made to improve its computational performance with possible applications
within larger networks [7]. The number of seeds was analysed to find the minimal
effective seed sets [27]. Other solutions considered costs in a form of budgeted
solutions [29]. The negative impact of high intensity seeds on users was identified
as an over-exposure problem [1]. Another possible goal is limiting overlapping
seeds and maximising distance between seeds with the Vote-Rank algorithm,
which ranks seed candidates by its votes acquired from direct and indirect neigh-
bours, with higher ranks grouped together with increasing distance from other
seeds [38].
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Most of earlier solutions focused on selection of seeds at the beginning of
the process, without additional actions during the process. Another possibility
is spreading seeding over time, with only a fraction of the seeds used at the
beginning, in the form of sequential seeding [13], seeding scheduling [34], or
adaptive seeding [33]. The main mechanics are based on avoiding selecting nodes
with a high potential to be naturally activated by their neighbours as seeds.
Sequential seeding can be used to revive stopped processes or add seeds when
the processes are still ongoing [14]. This approach was proven to never deliver
worse results than single-stage seeding [17]. Extensions showed how performance
of sequential seeding is affected by the topology of networks [26], entropy-based
centrality [30], and effective degree [12].

3 The Conceptual Framework

Static rankings used for seed selection only at the beginning of the process create
the threat of selected seeds becoming victims of the natural diffusion process.
Sequential seeding uses the sequence of seeds instead of using all in a single step
to deliver a better result due to the potential of a natural diffusion process. This
paper presents an approach that improves the Vote-Rank algorithm with the
recomputations and the use of nodes that are effective from the perspective of
diffusion processes, that are not yet activated. Earlier study showed that seeds
generated with Vote-Rank used sequentially deliver better results than with a
single stage [13], but only static Vote-Rank generated at the beginning of the
process was analysed and used. The approach presented here avoids gathering
votes from network nodes that are no longer effective for information spreading,
meaning they were already activated and used for information spreading.

3.1 Illustrative Example

Although Vote-Rank is effective for seed selection, the static ranking generated
only at the beginning of the process creates the possibility that the initially
good candidates with a high number of votes are no longer good candidates
for seeding in the next stages. The proposed approach assumes creation of new
ranks based on Vote-Rank before seeding actions. During rank computation,
voting only considers votes from nodes available for activation. Already active
nodes are not considered. As a result, not yet activated seed candidates with a
higher number of direct and indirect connections are preferred. To demonstrate
the potential performance of the proposed approach, a toy example is presented
in Fig. 1. A small network based on nine nodes was generated with the use of the
Watts–Strogatz model [37]. A rewiring probability of 0.1 was used and a value of
two was assigned to the neighbourhood within which the vertices of the lattice
were connected.

Simulation was performed with the use of the coordinated execution pro-
posed in [17], where agent-based simulations processes are not based on ran-
domly generated values in each run, but on values assigned to network edges
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A→ B, representing the probability of passing information from node A to B
and from B to A. If propagation probability is assigned to whole the process
with the value p, then information is passed through all edges with weights
≤ p. The number of network versions with weights is equal to the planned num-
ber of runs. The main advantage of this process is the ability to compare methods
within identical conditions. The same approach was used for all simulations here.
Figure 1 shows the network used with weights assigned to the edges and simu-
lated spreading according to the independent cascade model [20]. Figure 1 (A)
shows the process based on sequential seeding with the use of static Vote-Rank
and Fig. 1 (B) shows the process based on dynamic Vote-Rank. Descriptions
are provided within the figure caption together with the mechanics behind the
dynamic Vote-Rank approach and the advantage produced by a higher number
of activations within the network.

3.2 General Assumptions for Experimental Study

In general, experimental study was planned within two stages, with different
experimental plans, goals and assumptions. In the first stage, illustrated in Fig. 2
(Stage I), the main goal was to analyse differences between coverage of pro-
cesses with the use of static (computed only one at the beginning) and dynamic
(recomputed before additional seeding takes place) Vote-Rank. Ranking of nodes
is created in step 0 and Vote-Rank VR(0) is created. In n subsequent steps addi-
tional seeds are selected from the ranking according to the sequential approach
and new activations are performed. Seeding is conducted in revival mode, after
process dies out. While nodes ranking based on the Vote-Rank is effective at the
beginning of the process, together with ongoing process more and more nodes are
activated. Proposed approach is focused on better utilization of the knowledge
about activations. Vote-Rank is recomputed before each seeding action. Recom-
putation is based on reduced network without activated nodes. It is assumed
that dynamic raking will deliver better network coverage, what is illustrated in
Fig. 2 (A2). At each seeding step i, Vote-Rank is computed and new ranking
VR(i) is used.

In the Stage II (Fig. 2) study is focused on effects of frequency of rank recom-
putation on final coverage and computational costs related to the time of rank
calculation. Figure 2 (B1) shows approach with recomputations taken in every
seeding step. It is expected to be the most effective in terms of coverage, but with
highest computational time needed for new rankings creation. Another possibil-
ity is to reduce computational time with medium intervals between computa-
tions and medium coverage increase Fig. 2 (B2). Together with growing intervals
between recomputations, the performance of selected seeds will be dropping. It
is considered as lowest performance at Fig. 2 (B3), but still better than for
processes based on static rankings.
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Fig. 1. Results from (A) Spreading process based on static Vote-Rank computed only
once, at the beginning of the process. Initially computed ranking is used during whole
process. (B) Information spreading process based on sequential seeding and dynamic
Vote-Rank computed in every step when seeding takes place. Both sequential seeding
processes use three seeds with single seeds used per simulation step. Contagion process
is based on Independent Cascade Model with propagation probability PP = 0.1. Every
edge has assigned two values of weights, therefore to activate neighbour of node A -
suppose that is node B, first value on the edge between A and B must be smaller
or equal to propagation probability value. (A) Information spreading is initiated by
three seeds used in sequence in a form of sequential seeding. Nodes in the network
are ranked by Vote-Rank algorithm, with top four nodes presented in the table. First
seed is used at the beginning (AI), second seed is used when the process dies out
(AII), and the third seed in the same way (AIII). In step AIII we select last node
as seed. While node 3 from Vote-Rank was activated in a natural way in stage AIII,
node 7 is selected as a seed. This process ends with the total of 6 activated nodes.
(B) During this process we compute Vote-Rank at each seeding step. While only one
seed is used in each step, only one node is needed with the highest value of Vote-
Rank. (BI) In first step according to the ranking node 0 is selected as seed. It tries
to activate its neighbors with PP = 0.1 and nodes 2 and 4 become active, because
of appropriate weighs assigned to the edges allowing transmission. (BII) In the next
step, previous activated nodes infecting further, node number 3 becomes active, and
node 6 is activated as a seed. In the last stage, (BIII), node 1 is selected as a seed and
it is activating node number 8. As a result 7 nodes within the network are activated.
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Fig. 2. Two parts of empirical study based on Stage I: Comparison of performance
of sequential seeding based on static (A1) and dynamic ranking of nodes with the
use of Vote-Rank algorithm (A2) Stage II: Analysis of impact of recomputations
frequency on coverage and computational costs with (B1) computations in each seeding
step (B2) medium intervals between computations and (B3) big intervals with low
frequency and costs of computations (lowest coverage).

3.3 Plan of Experiments

An experimental setup is based on two types of Vote-Rank rankings (static
and dynamic) and 10 real networks N1–N10 from [8,18,22,22–24,28,31,35,37]
respectively, containing from 1133 to 16264 nodes and from 5451 to 146160
edges. All values used for all parameters are presented in Table 1. Simulations
were performed ten times per configuration and results were averaged. For Stage
I, together with other diffusion parameters we obtained R × N × PP × SF ×
SP for simulations when we were seeding each time when diffusion dies out.
Propagation probability (PP) represents propagation probability according to
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Independent Cascade Model [20]. Each activated node is contacting all not active
neighbours and with given probability activates them with only single possible
attempt. Seeds fraction (SF) represents the percentage of nodes selected as seeds.
Number of seeds per step (SP) represents the number of seeds used in each step
of sequential seeding. They are resulting in 4,500 configurations.

Table 1. Networks and parameters of diffusion used in simulations

Symbol Parameter No. of variants Values

R Ranking type 2 Static Vote-Rank, Dynamic Vote-Rank

N Network 10 Real networks from various areas

PP Propagation probability 9 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9

SF Seeds fraction 5 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%

SP Seeds per step 5 1, 2, 4, 8, 16

RI Recomputation interval 5 1, 2, 4, 8, 16

While the goal of the Stage I was to compare performance of Vote-Rank based
on the static and dynamic rankings, in the Stage II main goal was to analyse
the impact of recomputations frequency on final coverage with the network. Five
recomputation intervals were used. It creates experimental space with R × N ×
PP × SF × SP × RI combinations for simulations when we were seeding with
fixed intervals what makes total 22,500 combinations.

4 Empirical Study

4.1 Performance of Dynamic Vote-Rank for Sequential Seeding

Overall analysis compared the dynamic Vote-Rank based approach with static
Vote-Rank for sequential seeding with results presented in Fig. 3 (A). All sim-
ulation cases of dynamic approach results with not worse, and in most cases
higher coverage than static approach. The finest obtained improvement is at the
level of 40%. Comparing the value of the Wilcoxon test there is a statistically
valid (p < 0.05) difference between results from spreading coverage for static and
dynamic rankings. The value of Hodges-Lehmann estimator at the level 27.564
indicates a significant improvement in result continuity.

Figure 4 (A) and (B) show all simulation cases in terms of (A) seeds per
step and (B) propagation probabilities. For propagation probability the most
noticeable difference is for PP = 0.1. Further tendency is visible - the higher
propagation probability, the lower increase of performance.

In the next stage the role of propagation probability, number of seeds and
network was analysed. Figure 5 (A) shows a systematic decline of performance
as PP increases. The value of increase of coverage from over 8% for PP = 0.1 to
nearly 2% for PP = 0.9 is observed. Wilcoxon test was used to analyse results
for propagation probability (PP). For PP = 0.1 Hodges-Lehmann estimator was
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Fig. 3. (A) The comparison of coverage for dynamic Vote-Rank Based Approach
and Static Vote-Rank based approach. (B) The increase of the coverage obtained by
Dynamic Vote-Rank Based Approach.

Fig. 4. Results from all simulation cases for (A) The number seeds per step with sorted
by performance value (B) Propagation probabilities sorted by performance.
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obtained at the level 11.69 while for PP = 0.9 it was at the lower level 5.37.
Statistical significance of results was confirmed with p < 0.05. Here it is also
visible a two-fold drop in the difference. The values oscillate mostly in the range
from 8.4 to 11.69.

Similar tendency is visible in Fig. 5 (B), i.e. for number of seeds per step. At
the value of 1 it is 8%, then at 2 about 7% and almost twice to the level of about
4% for the number of seeds 4. A decrease to the level of 1% occurs for 16 number
of seeds. Based on the Wilcoxon test, taking into account the number of seeds
per step, differences for dynamic and static rankings are visible. A downward
trend in the statistical difference is observed, which is statistically significant for
each number of seeds per step. We see a two-fold difference of Hodges-Lehmann
estimator from 17.11 to 8.8 (for SP = 2: 17.11; for SP = 4: 15.33; for SP = 8:
12.46; for SP = 16: 8.8).

Figure 5 (C) shows differences in results for used network. With networks
N1 and N2, it maintains the increase of coverage level above 9%, followed by a
decrease to about 1% for network N3. Network 4 maintains a level close to 10%.
Starting from network N5 to N10, we see a clear decline to 2–4%. Here we can
divide the fall into two groups: a large decrease in network from N5 to N10 and
a increase in networks N1, N2, N4. Wilcoxon test was also used for comparing
results for pairs of dynamic and static rankings for all used networks N1–N10.
Statistical significance (p< 0.05) was obtained. The range of results is from 5.37
for network N3 and up to 10.01 for network N2. Other results reach values close
to 9.00, so they are closer to the network with the best result.

Fig. 5. Difference in averaged increase of coverage for every case of (A) Propagation
probability, (B) Seeds per step and (C) Network

4.2 Adjusting Computations Frequency - Trade Off Between
Computational Costs and Coverage Increase

In this stage of analysis we considered pros and cons of dynamic Vote-Rank based
approach in terms of seeding percentage and recomputation interval to figure out
how it affect on coverage performance and computational time. We assumed as
seeds per step (SP) number of seeds for every stage of sequential seeding process.
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In terms of number of seeds (SP), in Fig. 6 (A) is shown how the number of seeds
per step (SP) affected coverage performance for each recomputation interval. The
lowest coverage performance was observed for 16 seeds per step and interval with
value 16, while for 1 seed per step with recomputation in each step the highest
coverage performance was obtained. Mean value of coverage performance for
1 seed group is 77.79, for 2 seeds is 76.29, for 4 seeds is 75.75, for 8 seeds is
74.96, for 16 seeds is 70.85. It means that coverage performance decreases along
with the number of seeds per step and growing interval between recompuations.
Regarding how number of seeds per step and interval affects computational time,
we show it in Fig. 6 (B), the longest calculation time was observed for 16 seeds
with the highest interval, and was equal to 75.25 s. The shortest calculation time
was observed for 1 seed, and was 10.99 s. For 2 seeds was 11.72 s, for 4 seeds
was 14.76 s, for 8 seeds was 22.09 s. As we can infer, adding more seeds isn’t
profitable. Both computational time and coverage performance fare worse than
with lower number of seeds.

Fig. 6. Results from all simulation cases with showed how the number of seeds affects
(A) the coverage and (B) computational time.

In terms of recomputation interval (RI) we carried out analysis to find out
how recomputation interval effects on the efficiency. In Fig. 7 (A) is showed
coverage performance with each of the colors representing results for different
number of seeds per step, while in Fig. 7 (B) computational time is showed. In
Fig. 7 (A) as we can see tendency that the greater we set interval, the smaller
coverage is obtained. We can also notice relationships concerning seeds per step
similar to those in Fig. 7 (A) and (B). The most effective combinations values
of recomputation interval and seeds per step is small value of these both. When
it comes to Fig. 7 (B) computational time, for smaller recomputation interval,
there is no need to calculate a rank for steps forward. Consequently we calculate
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Fig. 7. (A) Results from all configurations for different recomputation intervals and
the number of seeds per stage (B) Relation between the interval steps of seeding process
computational time for all configurations. Results were grouped by value of interval
step and averaged.

smaller rank, which turned out to have a positive impact on computational time.
Analyzing the intergroup comparison using Wilcoxon tests we can see that the
smallest differences between the intervals are showed when interval 1 is compared
to 4, and interval 2 to 4. They are at the level of 14.61. The biggest differences
are more pronounced when comparing intervals 8 to 16, where the differences
reach about 35.24, i.e. over two and a half times, than the values from the top.
On average, the range of results is in the range of 14.61 to 21.41. All comparison
results are presented in the Table 2.

Table 2. Wilcoxon two variants test divided into static and dynamic rankings

Comparison based on group analysis

Differences 1 vs 2 1 vs 4 1 vs 8 1 vs 16 2 vs 4 2 vs 8 2 vs 16 4 vs 8 4 vs 16 8 vs 16

between
intervals

26.68 14.61 17.99 21.28 14.91 17.44 20.76 19.11 21.41 35.24

5 Conclusions

The main goal of this study was to analyse the effects of seed selection for sequen-
tial seeding with the use of dynamic rankings generated with the Vote-Rank
algorithm. In the typical approach, network nodes are ranked once at the begin-
ning of the process and seeds are selected according to their rank. Together with
ongoing spreading processes within network changes, nodes with high poten-
tial for seeding at the beginning may no longer be effective. This occurs, for
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example, if a high fraction of their neighbours are already activated. In the pro-
posed approach, nodes are ranked with the use of a network reduced by already
activated nodes. Votes are gathered only from nodes able to be activated. The
results demonstrated the performance of the proposed approach with a revival
mode when additional seeding occurs after the process dies out. The results were
dependent on network characteristics and the increase in performance when com-
pared to the static version was above 10%. The best results were observed for
low propagation probabilities. High performance was observed for a low number
of seeds used in each step, with best result for one seed per step. Recomputation
frequency increased the performance, with the best results obtained for recom-
putation in every step, but this results in higher computational costs. In many
cases, larger intervals between recomputations still improved the performance
with lower computational costs.

From the perspective of real applications, it is observed that recent marketing
solutions focus on adaptive approaches with the use of knowledge gathered from
earlier stages of campaigns. The same can be applied to viral marketing with
more natural strategies based on spreading budgets and seeds allocation over
the time. It creates potential for dynamic Vote Rank usage, with the ability to
cope with large networks, same like it was proved for its static version.

The presented findings provide several future directions for adaptive seeding
and usage of knowledge from network states observed when information spread-
ing occurs. Future work could extend the proposed approach toward a more
adaptive version with the ability to estimate the time when the recomputation
should be performed to maximise the outcome. Another direction is modifica-
tion of the vote counting method with the use of information about activations
within the network.
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